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The limiTed-ediTion sPecial
c o l l e c T i o n : a h o m ag e
To The masTerPieces of
P o rc e l a i n a rT

T

o celebrate the 265th birthday of the Villeroy & Boch
brand, special, limited-edition pieces comprise the
Flow
beautiful Masterpieces range from the Flow,
New Wave and Urban Nature collections.
The floral elements of the traditional Old
Luxembourg tableware of 1768, are combined
with a fragment of the hand-written original
recipe for the ceramic mixture. The closely
guarded recipe, which was jotted down
by none other than the eldest son
of company founder François Boch,
has been immortalised on ceramics,
thereby creating the perfect fusion
of past and present. Now is your
chance to acquire a piece from this
limited edition collection. The exclusively decorated Masterpieces
are only available this year in your
Villeroy & Boch store.

Above: For as long
as Jehanne de Biolley
can remember, the
colours, shapes and
materials of Asia have
ignited her dreams.

· Page 22 ·

Centre: Little Leni from
Sweden makes waiting
for the traditional Lilla
Julafton on 23 December
a little sweeter with
läcker treats.
Below: Flowers are the
passion of florist Ingrid
Hundewick. Arranged
with an astounding
attention to detail, she
makes flowers appeal
to all the senses.

award -wiNNiNG

· Page 28 ·

ARTESANO ORIGINAL aNd LINA
HONOured iN tHe
red dOt desigN aWards

hen the end of the old year is
in sight and a new one dawns,
a special atmosphere sweeps
across the world. it is a time
to look back at what was and
look forward to what is to come. a time for
emotions and family. Wherever we are in the
world, whatever traditions we uphold and
whichever language we speak, we are united
by the magic of this special time of year. in
this edition of friends, we focus on the fusion
of old and new that comes to life all over the
globe through the interplay of customs and
fresh ideas, tradition and modernity.
in China’s capital of Beijing, we meet
Jehanne de Biolley and her husband Harrison
Liu – a couple who merge the contrasts of
european and eastern cultures and weave
them into their very own traditions. the
Belgian designer, who lives with her Chinese
husband and their children in a temple they
renovated themselves, invites us to celebrate
a Christmas where east meets West, usher
in the new year Chinese-style and relax at
a traditional tea ceremony. an amazingly
enriching experience and an inspirational
meeting, which you can also watch as a film
at www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online.
time and again, our adventures confirm
that – whether Christmas or New Year, West or
east – giving gifts is one of the most beautiful
things in the world, the perfect way to say
thank you both as a quiet token or a grand
gesture. and let’s be honest: our gifts tell
a little about ourselves, too. giving presents
is, after all, a question of style. We have
compiled the best Villeroy & Boch gift ideas
in four different style types (page 10).
One thing is certain: they all bring a smile
to everyone’s face. Nevertheless, this edition
not only deals with festive ideas for Christmas

and New Year, but is also dedicated to the
style influences of yesterday and today. We
set out on the trail of the design heritage of
the fifties and see the Villeroy & Boch design
icon Anmut in a residential environment in
which stylistic achievements of the past and
present are united in perfect harmony (page
26). Here is the proof that less is often more.
there is always a time when we long for the
simple, good things in life. in an age in which
our lives are governed by the pressures of daily
life, and information overload, we dream of
simplicity and authenticity. the balance
between artisan skill, natural materials and
practical functionality is reflected in the new
Artesano Original collection, which brings us
to an oasis of calm in a pure and simple loft
environment (page 6).
However, it’s not just this edition that
hovers between tradition and modernity, but
indeed Villeroy & Boch itself. With our last
summer edition, for instance, the inspirational
world of friends grew a little larger.
at www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online,
you can find even more festive ideas and
brilliant style suggestions, as well as videos
and background info on the stories featured
in the magazine. swipe. type. Click. marvel.
Of course, you can still read the printed
edition, which you can receive directly through
your door as a free subscription. You can order
a friends subscription for you and your friends
at www.villeroy-boch.com/friends.

the friends team hopes you enjoy this edition
and wishes you a wonderful Christmas and a
great start to the new year.

T

wo new ranges by Villeroy & Boch impressed the
jury of the prestigious Red Dot Design Awards, with
their intricate detail and practical usage for everyday
dining, Artesano Original and Lina stood out from
an incredible 4,662 product
entries. Such original style deserves
recognition. And this was exactly what
it got – with the ‘Honourable Mention’
Red Dot Design Award in the Product
Design 2013 category.

170 years of

gLass creaTion

a BeaUTiFUl wiNTer
Winter garden

gift guide

What was, still is

ice-blue glass ﬁlled with the ﬁrst
spring blossoms and home-grown
crystals invite us into the white
winter garden. arriving home has
never been such fun.
· Page 4 ·

personalised gift ideas for four diﬀerent
style types. · Page 10 ·

the simplicity of 1950s style
continues to inspire interior design
today, because after all, good design
is timeless, just like the pure white
Anmut tableware with its subtle lines.
· Page 26 ·

the simple art of living

T h e n e w g l a s s r a n g e by
V i l l e roy& b o c h

T

his year, we look back on 170 years of expertise in glass.
Whether glasses for everyday use, elegant crystal,
modern vases or fun glass accessories, the sparkling
range of glass by Villeroy & Boch offers the perfect
piece for every taste and occasion. Nicolas Villeroy and
Jean-Francois Boch could hardly have envisaged such an infinite
variety when they joined forces in 1843 to create attractive
glassware to complement their porcelain collections. Their
artisan tradition continues to flow through our ranges today,
influencing the very latest creations. To commemorate our
anniversary, we have completely restructured our glass
collection. The many new additions await discovery in
this edition of friends, your Villeroy & Boch store or your
specialist retail shop. We look forward to your visit.

in a world in which everything is
possible, we long for simplicity.
On the hunt for simple beauty, we
ﬁnd Artesano Original – an expression
of practicality and modern design.
· Page 6 ·

iMPrinT

east meets West
two cultures in one city. designers
Harrison Liu and Jehanne de
Biolley invite us to their traditional New
Year celebrations in Beijing.
· Page 14 ·

god Jul!
We join little Leni and Juli for an
idyllic Christmas in sweden decorated
in traditional scandinavian red and
white. · Page 22 ·

friends is the ideas magazine of the Table Culture division
of Villeroy&Boch AG. We are always pleased to receive
positive feedback, criticism or suggestions on how to
improve our magazine as well as ideas for new articles:
friends@villeroy-boch.com

Title photos: Janne Peters, Armin Zogbaum, Getty

Published by:
Marketing Communication,
Table Culture, Saaruferstraße,
66693 Mettlach, Germany
friends@villeroy-boch.com

Floral magic
delicate floral works of art.
Florist ingrid Hundewick invites
us into her magical floral wonderland
with Mariefleur, Mariefleur Gris
and a floating floral cloud mobile.
· Page 28 ·

Editorial and creative design
Select NY. Hamburg
Hoheluftchaussee 18,
20253 Hamburg, Germany
www.selectny.com

Treas ured
Trad
d iTioN
JaNNe peters
Luisa BergaNder
sTyling:
WOLFram NeugeBauer

PhoTo:
coPy:

Tradition revamped: Christmas is a time of customs, both big and small. every country, region and family has their own. But one thing is the same everywhere: Christmas just
isn’t Christmas without a tree. Or is it? Why don’t we leave the trees in peace and add a fresh new twist to the tradition? the balance between age-old customs and modern ideas
really can be this exciting: we have reinterpreted the classic Christmas tree, taking our inspiration from all around the world. danish Christmas hearts, old russian toys, straw
stars from Latvia and german baubles are brought together to create a vibrant display that looks great with the beautiful Christmas ornaments from the Winter Bakery Decoration,
My Christmas Tree and Nostalgic Ornaments collections by Villeroy&Boch. Why not try our tree yourself? simply make an equal-sided triangle with red thread and small pins on
the wall and adorn it with an assortment of festive decorations and great vintage pieces. photos, postcards and little souvenirs look good, too, and they create a wall display of fantastic
memories collected over the past year. Our tip: add an unconventional touch by crowning the top of the tree with a dish (here: Winter Bakery Delight). On the table and floor:
Nostalgic Ornaments advent calendar, Nostalgic Light gingerbread man candleholder, Christmas Memories tree candles in green, White Moments in white and White Moments reindeer.

·3·
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welCoMe
T o a m ag i c a l a n d i n s P i r aT i o n a l

wiNTer GardeN

Soft lights make the garden glimmer in
the winter snow. Arranged in a variety
of glasses and candleholders, they
create a wonderfully laid-back display:
round ﬂuted New Cottage Accessories
vase used as a lantern, little candleholders and the Retro Accessories
candelabra for fi ve candles. Looks
great with: crystal glass vases, bowls
and candleholders from New Cottage
Accessories. A few blades of grass
and the Helium candleholder, filled
to the brim with decorative silver
balls, complete the winter scene.

PhoTos:

JaNNe peters

coPy:

katHariNa sCHumaNN

sTyling:

WOLFram NeugeBauer

the feeling of arriving home is priceless. especially when a tiny light shows the way in the midst of wintry darkness. the snow
crunches under your shoes, and you know what awaits: friends, family and a homely sense of warmth. Lovingly arranged candles,
combined with clear glass and silver balls, bring warm light to chilly winter nights. there truly is no better welcome. ice-blue glass
adds eﬀective touches to the white garden and inspires an inﬁnity of breathtaking decorative ideas for snow-covered benches, tables
and other surfaces. Let your imagination run free. anything goes – it’s all about what makes you feel at home.
·4·

CREATIVE SUGGESTION
Grow your own ice crystals

The delicate crystals become
sparkling stars in any winter
design and they’re so easy
to make at home. Simply heat
200 ml of water, add 40 g of
cooking salt and stir until the
salt has dissolved. Then pour
the liquid into a jar. To achieve
beautifully pronounced crystals,
add a small washer to the
mixture. Tie a piece of wool
round it and place it in the jar.
Tie the other end of the wool
outside the liquid. Then leave
the jar uncovered for a few
days while the water evaporates and crystals appear on
the metal washer.
01

02

HoW It’S

DoNe:

As winter drifts away, use the first spring blossoms
to create colourful ﬂoral touches in the snow.

01
Glass and porcelain containers and clear bowls are
ideal for filling with delicate early blooms: ‘Boston
Coloured Blue’ diamond-shaped highball glass
and tumbler ‘Colour Concept’ dish in petrol blue,
blue glass ‘Soulmates’ vase at the back, the ceramic
version front right. In the background, footed
bowl No. 1 from ‘Retro Accessories’, jar No. 3
and ‘Helium’ candleholder, with delicate plants.

02

03

The inviting winter
wonderland in the
garden continues
indoors: glasses and
candleholders with
cream-coloured candles
create an atmospheric
entrance. A fir garland
with craft wire and
other winter greenery
adds a wonderfully
festive touch. Glass
balls and white
ornamental balls from
the White Moments
range adorn the garland.
The ﬂoor and stairs
become home to reindeer
made of natural materials.

2

The ‘Retro Accessories’ glass jar with lid gives
endless scope for decorative ideas. One idea for the
winter garden: fill a third of the glass with snow
and home-grown ice crystals. Finish oﬀ with a tight
arrangement of white hyacinths.

03
A winter fairy tale: fill the petrol blue ‘Soulmates’
bowl with delicate ﬂowers. Evergreen Christmas
roses are ideal. Their fragile petals create a beautiful
contrast to the glimmering ice-crystal baubles.
3

4

1 An atmospheric wintry style is created by a flood of little white felt balls: Retro Accessories footed plate and glass cover lid at the front,
small jar with lid from the same range. 2 White Moments hand-blown bauble with stag. 3 The coarse wire basket is decorated with stylish
White Moments Christmas baubles. 4 Instead of punch, we fill the Decorated Christmas Accessories glass mugs with tea lights, and use the
snow star ornaments from Window Fantasy as coasters.

GIFT

IDEAS
05

Boston Coloured Blue
Champagne flute, tumbler

1
More ideas and all products at:
www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online/22
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06

Retro Accessories
Footed bowl

07

Soulmates
Vase, petrol blue

08

New Cottage Accessories
assorted candleholders
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With just a few touches, your table will become the focal point.
Leave room for new ideas and good conversation. A simple
branch reflects the clear, stylish design of the Artesano Original
range. Nothing more is needed to create a feel-good place
where you and your loved ones can laugh, eat and live.

The simple art of living
PHOTOS:

Janne Peters

Copy:

Katharina Schumann

Styling:

Wolfram Neugebauer

For the first time in history, more people are living in cities than in the country. Endless possibilities are available
to every single one of us. We can buy exactly what we want, when we want it, and we can be whatever we want to be.
At the same time, however, we yearn for simplicity, a slower pace and the good things in life. We long for the
feeling of old paint on wood. Burying our hands in soil. Or simply immersing ourselves entirely in the moment.
‘Artesano Original’ appeals to our longing for the real, good life – pure, practical and authentic.

·6·

Warm autumn colours like hazelnut brown
or pumpkin yellow are highlighted by clear
white porcelain (best not to use a tablecloth).
A solid wood table with natural grain provides
the basis for a fabulous evening with friends.

Pumpkin soup with apple and ginger
Serves 6
INGREDIENTS
6 slices of bacon
1 small winter pumpkin (approx. 600 g)
½ bunch fresh thyme
2 cooking apples
1 piece of fresh ginger
2 onions
1 garlic clove

3 tbsp butter
sea salt
freshly ground pepper
2 cardamom pods
1 pinch of coarsely chopped chilli
1 l vegetable stock (e. g. instant)
200 ml cream

PREPARATION
1. Crisp the bacon in a saucepan on medium heat. Place on kitchen paper to soak
excess fat and crumble coarsely.
2. Wash the pumpkin thoroughly, rub dry, cut into slices and remove the seeds.
Dice the flesh. Rinse the thyme and shake dry. Wash the apple,
remove the seeds and cut into thin slices.
3. Peel the ginger, onion and garlic and dice. Add the butter to the bacon fat in the pan.
Fry half of the ginger and thyme, along with the apple slices. Season.
Remove and set aside.
4. Finely crush the cardamom. Sauté the onion and garlic in the pan. Add the pumpkin,
remaining ginger and thyme. Season with salt, pepper, chilli and cardamom.
Pour in the stock and cream. Leave to simmer on a low heat for approx. 25 minutes.
Remove the thyme from the mixture. Purée the ingredients until smooth and sieve
if necessary. If required, add a little more stock.
5. Season the soup with salt, pepper and chilli. Arrange the apple slices and
bacon on top.

w

hen the world offers us everything, we have to ask
ourselves exactly how we want to live. society is
finding more and more ways to stay close to nature –
but without forgoing the convenience of modernity.
the revival of city gardens, a focus on regional foods
or interior design trends dominated by open spaces, light and natural
materials are just a few examples of this movement. Nevertheless, it
is most apparent in our homes: we need them, these things that ground
us. they help us to find peace. Here, we only surround ourselves with
things that make us feel good. Artesano Original appeals equally to our
heads and hearts. the sleek forms are testimony to meticulous design.
the striking borders of the plates and bowls give the products a high
quality, modern look. at the same time, the feel of the material conveys
a sense of craftsmanship and quality – characteristics we also love on
huge wooden tables or un-rendered walls. through the sense of touch,
objects reveal their very souls. they divulge their secret. Artesano Original
answers the call for an uncomplicated, good life in which we treat
ourselves now and again and can stand by the products we use with
a clear conscience. the Artesano Original collection not only includes
interpretations of classic tableware elements, but also practical aids
for cooking, food preparation and serving: bottles and containers
with cork stoppers enhance the pure look of a kitchen that
embraces the style of natural living. the sturdy oiled acacia
chopping boards bring warm tones and inspiration for serving
dishes. at the same time, the material mix of cork, wood and
premium porcelain conveys the sense of quality we have come
to cherish. Life is simply too short for bad design. especially
in our home, making compromises is out of the question. Here,
we use products that not only look good, but are also practical – in
other words, everyday companions that do exactly what we need
them to.

Beautifully practical: ‘Artesano Original’ is more than tableware. With practical pieces like bottles and
storage jars, it presents a modern partner for preparing and serving, and looks great on every dining table.
Pasta plate, dinner plate, bottles with practical cork stoppers for vinegar and oil and the spice shaker.

·7·
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Clean white meets the warmth of natural materials.
Pure form meets intelligent design. Artesano Original
can be stacked for even more practicality and, thanks
to its high quality surfaces, is dishwasher and
microwave safe. Round bowl (28 cm), plate, bottles
(vinegar, oil), side dishes, bowl and dipping bowls
from the Artesano Original collection.

G IFT

IDEAS : A CLEAR DESIGN ENHANCES THE HARMONIOUS LOOK AND FEEL OF THE ROOM


Connection
tumbler, bowl
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1

01

02

Connection
Highball glass, red wine goblet,
sparkling wine goblet

2

03

Connection
Jug

1 The good things in life
are usually also the simplest,
like enjoying an espresso
in the New Wave Caffè
espresso cup.
2 Sensuous seduction.
Sublime chocolate soufflé
baked in the smallest
dishes from the Cooking
Elements range.
3 For a natural, pure
feel in the kitchen, we opt
for a mix of materials: old
earthenware, a blackboard
in a wooden frame, delicate
glass and products from
the Artesano Original range.
Far left: Wooden board/
antipasti plate. Front:
mug without handle and
salad servers.

3

Cooking brings us back to basics – with
dipping bowls, jug with spout for vinegar
and oil and salad servers (two-piece set)
from the Artesano Original range. Cooking
Elements ovenproof dish, 30 × 20 cm.

‘Artesano Original’ –
tHe SImPLe,
timeless appeal of
the good life.

Oven-baked sea bass
Serves 6
INGREDIENTS
2 – 3 prepared sea bass
(in total approx. 2.4 kg; alternatively sea trout)
Sea salt
Freshly ground pepper
2 small organic lemons
1 large bunch mixed summer herbs
(e .g. parsley, dill, salad burnet, basil)
3 bay leaves
8–12 slices of bacon
150 ml dry white wine
Olive oil

PREPARATION
1. Preheat the oven to 180 °C (fan-assisted oven: 160 °C). Wash the fish
thoroughly with cold water, pat dry and rub with salt and pepper.
Wash the lemon with hot water, rub dry and cut into slices. Rinse the
herbs and shake dry.
2. Spread the herbs, half of the lemon slices and the bay leaves over the fish.
Place in a large, flat oven dish and arrange the bacon and remaining
lemon slices on top. Pour over the wine and drizzle the fish with plenty of oil.
3. Bake the fish in the hot oven for approx. 35 minutes (depending on size).
Delicious with freshly baked baguette and mixed salad.

Natural living–
FEELING
1 Shwood: Govy sunglasses
Zebrawood is now worn on the nose.
The handmade wooden glasses from
Portland are natural, stylish and unisex.
Seen at: www.shwoodshop.com

close TO

Cook it, serve it, store it.

SILICONE LIDS

NATURE

2 Wood in design: Pitch Stool 12 stool
Designer Nicolai Czumaj-Bront fuses precision
with imperfection. With its individual wood
composition, every stool is completely unique.
Seen at: www.woodindesign.com

S I L I C O N E M AT S
3

3 Paratoner: Mama rocking chair
A rocker, or is it an easy chair?
Whatever it is – just sit down and relax.
Top comfort for dads, granddads,
grandmas and kids too.
Seen at: www.paratoner.com.tr
4 Dedon: Nestrest lounger
Daniel Pouzet and Fred Frety
have created a stylish hanging
lounger. Bring a nest of love
and cosiness to your home.
Seen at: www.dedon.de

2
4

1
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Cooking Elements by Villeroy & Boch take the idea of practical yet attractive
products further: the round and square dishes are available in a variety of sizes
and all come with matching tops for preparing and serving food, in addition to the
practical silicone lids that make storing meals a piece of cake. From the fridge to
the oven and directly to the table. It couldn’t be easier.

More recipes and all products at:
www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online/22
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with an eye for style: the tailored

GiFT GUide

XMaS l
Specia

The gifts we give have a lot to do with style and personality. The more personal,
the greater the surprise. Four diﬀerent style personalities are in for a treat.
PhoTos:

JaNNe peters

coPy:

CarLa kLeemaNN

sTyling:

WOLFram NeugeBauer
persONaLitY
tYpe 1

“Clear forms
create peace
in my life”

1 Wow, what a stunner! An
eye-catching double bowl
from the New Wave collection.
2 Just as sensual: the
New Wave espresso cup with
matching saucer. 3 The
perfect fusion of porcelain and
stainless steel in the trio of the
New Wave presentation plate
and the two Fusion Goods
dipping bowls with stainless
steel lids. 4 This combination
of materials is continued with
the set comprising steel
candleholder and porcelain vase.
The matching Fusion Goods stainless steel vase with porcelain
insert is perfect for fresh flowers.
5 Soulmates ceramic vase,
24 cm, with sensuous curves.
6 A stylish decorative idea:
cream and glass balls in the
Fusion Goods stainless steel
and porcelain centrepiece.
7 Numa Pure Stone vase is
the perfect companion.

5

1

7

4

2

6
3

Sensuous

AND PURIST

A focus on the essentials, coupled with aesthetic clarity and a timeless formal language,
shapes the wonderful world of purism. In line with the motto ‘less is more’, its followers
believe that true beauty lies in the pureness of space, material and form. Steel meets
porcelain: the cool, perfectly shaped beauty of the ‘Fusion Goods’ range and the clear,
intriguing harmony of ‘New Wave’ are certain to conquer the hearts of purists at first sight.

· 10 ·

Give them the world
Purists love all things cosmopolitan. In fact, the perfect gift for them would be
the entire globe – from New York via Tokyo to Paris – packed into a box. New Wave
Cities of the World is guaranteed to get globetrotters dreaming of far-off
destinations: Sydney mug with party plate and espresso cup in blue. Red Tokyo
café au lait cup with party plate and espresso cup. New York cup in yellow.
Rio de Janeiro espresso cup in green. Purists love high-quality, simple boxes.
Pop a sleek, folded star on the lid and voilà!

persONaLitY
tYpe 2

“I just can’t
resist stylish
elegance.”

dedicated

aesthetes

Those who uphold extravagant traditions like to take the reins and eat from
golden spoons. Strong colours meet idiosyncratic creations replete with detail
that transform the home into a splendid palace. We went digging for stylish
treasures and uncovered refined nuances of gold and ﬂoral ornaments with
a hint of exclusivity. With their opulent patterns and striking colours, these
are objects that are destined to awaken real desire.

7 A majestic, grand lion takes
centre stage on the cobalt blue
Samarkand dessert plate. With
its floral pattern and intense colour,
the border provides a suitably
proud frame for the king of beasts.
Golden sand tones provide a
gentler contrast to strong colours.
8 A steady stand for festive
goodies or exquisite surprises.
Floral patterns adorn the smooth
curves of the Samarah Turquoise
Serving Stand.

1 Samarkand espresso cup with matching saucer in
cobalt blue. With a subtly decorated border evoking hints
of the Orient: 2 Samarkand buffet plate in mandarin
or ruby with ﬂoral pattern in the centre. 3 Combine the
clear colours of Samarkand with the sparkling My Garden
crystal candleholder 4 Pieces of Jewellery bowl – or
5 Nek Caribbean Sea vase and 6 Authentic Avantgarde
mocha/espresso cup (two-piece set).

1

5

3

4

7

6

2
8

A captivating collection or a crystal carafe
Give the gift of timeless beauty: geometrical patterns encased in delicate borders –
true works of art embellish the rims of the four porcelain plates. Refined patterns
in cobalt blue, aquamarine, ruby red or mandarin decorate the elegant porcelain,
inspired by the craftsmanship of Samarkand on the Silk Road. Lion, elephant, camel
and horse: the four companions are unique yet still belong together. Samarkand
dessert plate (four-piece set). For lovers of crystal, the subtle yet luxurious Torino
crystal carafes are the perfect match for the plates.

· 11 ·
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persONaLitY
tYpe 3

“Colours are
our key
to happiness.”

5

4

1

1 Play! Red Cutlery (24-piece set) is
perfect for adding a striking dash of
colour. 2 The cheerfully colourful
patterns on the plates and bowls are
repeated on the Lina Accessories
cushions. 3 The Urban Nature Wood
tray adds a hint of warmth as a
place mat. 4 Use fresh fir sprigs,
red ribbons and matt baubles for
decoration between the Lina Cherry
dessert plates and dinner plates.
5 For a sweet start to the day,
enjoy chocolates and sweets from
the Soulmates Petrol Blue jar.

3

2

The colourful ﬂowers on the Lina Floral
range bring a light, happy-go-lucky feel to the
table: mug, bowl and dessert plate, casually
combined with the Lina Beige dinner plate and
Colour Concept Petrol Blue glass buffet plate.
In the background: Soulmates jar.

Colour loving

optimists

The dark months of the year cannot dampen the spirits of fun-loving
optimists. With carefree calmness, they surround themselves with
a kaleidoscopic mix of styles. They delight in inviting us round for a
gossip over coﬀee. They love contrasts and play with strong poppy
red and rich sky blue, dotted with colourful touches. ‘Lina’ reﬂects
their lust for life. This gift is guaranteed to earn you an ecstatic hug.

It’s all about creating a happy atmosphere
Hints of sophistication: the delicate blue of the Colour Concept and Soulmates
glass ranges is mirrored by the border of the Lina plates. A coordinated table design
is guaranteed with the flexible Villeroy & Boch mix ’n’ match principle. Everything
works together: Colour Concept dessert bowl and mug in red and blue match the
Soulmates Petrol Blue vase and the Lina Cherry dessert plate and dinner plate. Nek
Deep Cherry vase and Lina Accessories cushions add eye-catching dashes of colour.

· 12 ·

timeless

persONaLitY
tYpe 4

“I love it when
beautiful things
come together.”

romantics

XMaS
Special

Bright colours, lots of wood, a touch of retro charm – life in tune with the
motto ‘home is where the heart is’. Delicate shades of colour and playful
glass accessories make the hearts of romantics dance. Eclectic combinations
replace conformist rules to make the sky the limit for inspiration. With
‘Anmut Bloom’, ‘Anmut My Colour’ and ‘Anmut Universal’, we evoke
timeless romanticism and entice the imagination into winter dreams.
7 Discreet, delicate and refined, Colour Concept tumblers are ideal for
sipping delicious juices packed with vitamins. 8 Effortless romanticism
with a plethora of bright colours for the kitchen cupboard. Guaranteed to
bring a cheery look to the breakfast table: dinner plate, pink rose, dessert
plate, red cherry, mug, orange sunset and coffee cup, sky blue, all with
an elegant platinum border from the Anmut My Colour range.

To give gifts colour and shape, let’s get on with
wrapping. With colourful ribbons and bright paper.
Gift-giving with a twist: simply arrange all of the
presents on a chest of drawers or another piece
of furniture, decorated with baubles, stars and
white paper. 1 Muesli fans will be delighted with
the bowl with ﬂoral border. 2 The colourful
patterns of the Anmut Universal side plate
are guaranteed to brighten up the breakfast table.
3 Coffee is especially delicious from the Anmut
Universal coffee pot 1.5 l with its cheerful design.
Decorative highlights: 4 The breakfast cup
(two-piece set with saucer) and 5 the colourful
oval plate – all from the Anmut Bloom collection.
6 A cool touch in the sea of colour is brought
by Nek Arctic Breeze vase.

7

6

3
2
1

8

Creative ideas for every mood
The strong colours of the Anmut My Colour tableware range
are guaranteed to appeal to the taste of everyone who
loves creativity and originality. The combination options are
practically limitless and the elegant platinum rim brings a
touch of sophistication to every arrangement. Add accessories
in harmonious colours like the Tiko Pure Stone and Numa Soft
Raspberry vases, or the various glasses in the Colour Concept
range, such as the dish below in Kiwi Green.

5

4

The Washi Paper Masking Tapes gift-wrapping ribbons
give parcels of all sizes a fashionably colourful look.
Available at www.momastore.org
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EAST Meets West
T r a d i t i o n a l c e l e b r at i o n s i n t h e h e a rt o f B e i j i n g

New Year in China
PHOTOS:

Jasper James

Copy:

Nina Wendt

Breathtaking fireworks paint the sky with a thousand colours. A magnificent parade of dancers in colourful dragon
and lion costumes chases away old spirits. Chinese New Year, the largest festival in China is magnificently impressive.
The pulsating rhythm of Beijing carries us to Nianhua Temple, which dates back almost 600 years to the era
of the Ming dynasty. There, we join jewellery designer Jehanne de Biolley and her husband, interior designer and
actor Harrison Liu, to celebrate Christmas and the traditional Chinese New Year together.
· 14 ·

Home is
where the
Heart is.
The family renovated the dilapidated
temple over a period of three months in
2009. In a bid to maintain its authenticity,
they determined not to make any major
changes. Nothing here is out of keeping,
every single room exudes an aura of calm.

The creative couple’s children love life in the temple.
Above: Little Noor (Liu Zi Wei in Chinese) is a master of
aureate Chinese poetry, and practises at every opportunity.
Right: Meanwhile, son Genghis (Liu Cheng Ji in Chinese)
prefers to embellish the patio with Chinese letters. The
antique door knocker tells long-forgotten secrets from the
600-year-old temple’s history.

Above:
According to the principles of
feng shui, metal controls wood.
Here, the optimum balance is
found in curved and round metal
objects. The Octavie white
wine glass and whisky tumbler
integrate harmoniously.

Right:
Married designers Jehanne
de Biolley (Cuicui in Chinese) and
Harrison Liu (Liu Linian in Chinese)
live in one of the last places in
which the history of traditional
Chinese architecture can still be
felt: in the old Nianhua Temple
of the Ming dynasty, which until
1976 still contained splendid
Buddha statues and thousands of
metal flowers. In addition to the
Renmin University Press, the
temple is home to several
apartments. The designers live
in one of them, which spans
600 m2 in the north-western
wing. The house also features
their Liu + deBiolley studio, which
stands as an aesthetic reflection
of the couple’s different cultures.
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W

e are greeted by the Belgian Jehanne de Biolley with
a beaming smile at the formidable temple door in the
heart of Beijing. She welcomes us in and gives us a
short tour of the family temple. She is in the middle
of preparations for Christmas and the grand New
Year Festival. We enter a magical world where the beating heart of
modernity is palpable. Jewellery designer Jehanne de Biolley and her
husband Harrison Liu – furniture designer, actor and opera singer – live
with their two children in a traditional and famous ‘hutong’ in Beijing.
Many features of the historical temple complex date from the era of
the Ming dynasty, 14th–16th centuries, and have been lovingly restored.
Jehanne is delighted to have found a home for her family that exhibits
Chinese architecture. “I love the character of traditional houses. I grew
up in a castle near Brussels with my grandfather. If I wanted to live in
a normal house, I could do that anywhere in Europe. Our children are
lucky enough to be able to grow up in a place of high cultural value and
a truly captivating atmosphere,” she says proudly, and leads us through
the peaceful courtyard with its ancient trees. “The trees are like a small
forest. Can you believe we live in downtown Beijing?” raves Harrison
about their abode, as he greets us warmly. Both show us round their temple,
which they renovated in 2009 without changing any details of the cultural and historical design. The western influences in the apartment that
spreads across 600 m 2 are discreet, yet apparent in subtle nuances – a
harmonious symbiosis of East and West, just like the couple themselves.
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Right:
“I have zero patience”,
reveals Harrison with a
boyish grin. But it’s
Christmas, and he has to
be patient – until the
festive roast, Peking duck,
finally comes to the
table. The table is
decorated with elegant
blue silk scarves.
Samarkand dinner plate
with delicate golden
border on Samarkand
Classic buffet plate in
cobalt blue. The distinctive
aquamarine decorative
border edged with refined
gold shines out from
beneath the dinner plate.
Accompanied by Octavie
white wine glass, whisky
tumbler and red wine glass.

CHrIStmaS.

The greatest western

traDItIoN oF aLL.
I really love it!
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Left: Noor already has
her party clothes on.
She quickly wraps her
last Christmas gift and
carefully ties the red
bow. Her brother
Genghis helps. But
what’s inside the other
presents? There is
definitely a doll’s house
in there somewhere!
She tells us that this
is her biggest wish
this year.
Below: The temple’s
grand red pillars have
become the backdrop
for the family’s huge,
brightly decorated
Christmas tree and
their festive table.
Christmas is becoming
increasingly popular
in China, but it is still
not recognised as an
official public holiday.
Jehanne and Harrison’s
festive table is
arranged traditionally
with Samarkand
tableware and
Octavie glasses.

Jehanne’s Peking duck

It has become a
firm tradition that
Jehanne serves
the Peking duck
with her favourite
pumpkin dish and a
strong, clear soup.

Serves 6

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

for the duck

for the sauce

1 duck
(at least 2 kg)
5 tbsp rice wine
1 tbsp honey
2 tbsp lemon juice
2 tbsp cornflour
½ tsp sesame oil
Salt and vinegar

1 cup of hoisin sauce
1 tsp sesame oil
1 tsp rice vinegar
Some chilli sauce

PREPARATION
1. Wash and dry the duck and cut off as much fat as possible.
Add water and vinegar and then boil for two minutes.
Thoroughly rub the duck dry and massage a little.
Hang the duck on a meat hook in a dry room and leave to cool
for approx. three hours.
2. Mix ½ cup of hot water with rice wine, honey and lemon juice
and add the cornflour and sesame oil. Brush the duck with the glaze
approx. four times – in other words, once every hour. Leave the
marinade to dry (at least five hours).
3. Preheat the oven to 175°C. Place a pan with some water on the
lowest shelf; on the middle shelf, roast the duck for 20 minutes
on each side, starting with the breast facing up. Brush regularly
with the glaze. Empty the drip pan and place it back in the oven
without water. Turn the heat down to 150°C. Depending on
its weight, the duck will be ready in approx. 30 minutes.
Remove the skin and cut the meat from the bones.
4. For the sauce, heat 100 ml of water in a pot, add the hoisin sauce,
sesame oil, rice wine and chilli sauce and cook. Serve the duck and
sauce separately.

When asked whether her family celebrate Christmas, she answers immediately, “Of course! Christmas is becoming
more and more popular in China. probably because we are moving ever closer to western culture. But it still
doesn’t have the grand significance of the New Year Festival,” she emphasises. during the festive meal, a hint of
Christian tradition sweeps into the family temple. “i love the aquamarine, mandarin, ruby red and cobalt blue
colours, and delicate gold decorations.” Her slight smile reveals that she is thinking of her childhood. “they
evoke nice memories, and i want my family to be part of them.” it goes without saying that Christmas means
using the best tableware. samarkand tableware is perfect for awakening Jehanne’s memories, whilst serving up
today’s festive meal: peking duck. “actually, i’m off to uzbekistan shortly,” she says and describes Samarkand as
a mirror of the world where cultural influences from russia, india and China merge. these also form an essential
part of her jewellery collection.
But what exactly led Jehanne to China? “Before i discovered my love of China, i studied european and Chinese
art history and restored paintings and european antiques in Belgium.” shortly afterwards, Jehanne opened a gallery
for oriental art in London. “my first trip to asia took me to Bali in 1980. that experience awoke my passion
for asian colours, minerals and jewellery”, she explains. “i just find the counterbalance between european and
oriental design and art so fascinating. the shapes and colours of the song and ming dynasties inspire me to keep
creating.” in 1997, Jehanne moved to Beijing. “it was here that i launched my first jewellery collection – China is

GIFT

IDEAS
01

02

03

The perfect present for
2014, the Chinese
year of the horse. The
Samarkand dessert plate
with its horse motif
is the ideal lucky charm
to give a loved one at
Christmas or New Year.

Samarkand cobalt blue
Classic buﬀet plate,
30 cm
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Samarkand aquamarine
Classic buﬀet plate, 30 cm,
Octavie white wine, red wine
and whisky glasses

Samarkand aquamarine
dessert plate,
espresso cup and saucer
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my dream playground”, she admits. ‘east meets West’ is an inherent
part of the two designers’ philosophy of life. While Jehanne brings
neoclassical, european influences and focuses on oriental art design,
Harrison adds his traditional Chinese slant. Whether as a multicultural partnership or each working alone, they are involved in a
variety of projects in the areas of jewellery, fashion, design, interior
design and interior architecture.
a couple of weeks later, we pay the couple a second visit. after
all, we wouldn’t want to miss the most famous Chinese festival in the
world. “For our Chinese New Year celebrations, i set the table with
Amazonia. Harrison is a passionate chef. He loved the exotic motifs
of amazonia so much that he has come up with some completely new
dishes for this special evening,” says Jehanne excitedly. she gestures
towards the table, which has already been set. “there isn’t room for
any more,” she says with a smile, adding, “it’s not just at Christmas
and New Year, but also on the kids’ birthdays that we love to celebrate
with lots of friends from all over the world. Amazonia has become
our official lunch and dinner tableware. Otherwise, Harrison would
refuse to cook for us!”
since space is not an issue in their home, the former library of
the ming temple now hosts their Liu+deBiolley studio, which is an
aesthetic reflection of their different cultures. in the studio, we see
many unique pieces designed by the couple.

Above left: According to animistic
beliefs, fireworks are used to
expel old spirits. This came about
around 1,000 years ago in China,
when the Chinese discovered
gunpowder. Fireworks later became
popular in Europe. Today, firing
rockets into the sky to create
dazzling colours and shapes has
become a real art form.
Below left: The traditional
little schnapps bottle contains
Maotai, a slightly bitter schnapps
with a spicy and smooth aftertaste – it is an absolute must on
New Year’s Eve. Soulmates Kiwi
bowl with an exotic rambler
rose – a ﬂoral pendant.

CeLeBratING
NeW Year
in Beijing on stunning
‘amaZoNIa’

Harrison jumps up and
treats his guests to a
spontaneous aria. They
are then treated to
his culinary creations
that are clearly inspired
by Amazonia.

“We love and live beautiful design.”
The Chinese New Year is the longest
and most important festival in China.
In keeping with this, Jehanne and
Harrison create a festive, tasteful
table arrangement. Against the
rich red tablecloth, Amazonia by
Villeroy & Boch is like a piece of
oriental poetry: buffet plate 35 cm,
dessert plate 23 cm, soup bowl
24 cm, dipping bowl 7 × 6 cm,
accompanied by Nobilis glasses:
water goblet (two-piece set),
white wine glass (two-piece set)
and Ella part gold plated cutlery:
table spoon, table fork, table
knife, dessert/starter fork,
dessert/starter knife.
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Harrison toasts the New Year
celebrations with a cordial
‘Gan Bei‘. For the occasion, the
table is decorated with handwoven fabrics with golden
thread and pearls – which are
clearly Jehanne’s works of art.
Harrison’s furniture creations
add a striking touch and
complete the magnificent
atmosphere. Finished in red,
which symbolises good luck.

e X T r aVa g a n T a n d e X o T i c
Yellow orchids and red petals combine with delicate grasses, colourful hummingbirds
and bright-blue butterﬂies. The tableware brings harmonious unity to the table,
whilst single pieces add decorative nuances. It’s no wonder that designers Jehanne
and Harrison love ‘Amazonia’.

Products: dessert plate, dinner plate, buﬀet plate,
leaf dish, large, leaf dish, small, ‘Amazonia’ mocha/espresso cup,
two-piece set, cup, saucer

You can find the recipes for Harrison’s favourite dishes at:
www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online/22

Above left: As a tutor at Tsinghua University, an expert in the Design Department of the Qumei Group and
vice-director of the Art Display and Decoration Committee, Jehanne has several prestigious roles in China.
This is why she loves spending evenings like New Year’s Eve with her friends and other like-minded creatives.
Above centre+right: Soft, crisp and fresh – tofu with roasted black sesame is one of Harrison’s own inventions –
inspired by Amazonia. Tou Liang Huan Ju stuffed ribs – a traditional Chinese dish – delights the palate with their
fruity shrimp and apple filling.
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Left: Before the Lunar
New Year is greeted with
an outside dazzling firework
display, Jehanne and
Harrison celebrate New
Year’s Eve in the company
of close friends. The group
consists of eight people,
since the number eight
is believed to be lucky in
Chinese culture. The
Chinese try to integrate
the number eight in their
lives as much as possible.
For example, telephone
numbers and car registration
plates with as many
eights as possible are
extremely popular.

8

New Year lUCK

X

Open doors and windows to let good luck in
during the festival.
Leaving a light on at night guides good luck
into the home.
Sugared dishes sweeten the New Year.

A good glass of wine – not
a tradition, but definitely a
passion. White wine glass
(two-piece set), water
goblet (two-piece set),
both from the Nobilis
range. In the background,
Soulmates Kiwi vase.

Clean the house at New Year to ensure
luck finds its place.
Whatever happens on the first day of the
New Year reﬂects what is to come.
Having fun is popular on the first day.
New slippers! Bought in the old year,
worn in the new. Old topics of conversation and
rumours are forgotten.
On New Year’s Eve, bathe in grapefruit leaves.
Health is of particular importance.

For Harrison, the traditional
Peking duck is a must. “A
restaurant can have a beautiful
interior, but if the food isn’t
good, it isn’t for me.”

Touch the white spots of a Chinese Foo dog
on New Year’s Eve – this brings good luck
for the entire year.

Above: “There are days when I am completely obsessed with stones”,
says Jehanne, dipping into a drawer and revealing a handful of beautifully
coloured stones. “I collect stones that I find on my travels, store them
together and constantly rearrange them.” Her jewellery collections are
inspired by this passion for detail. www.jehannedebiolley.com

Harrison pops his head round the door. “shall i tell you something about
my treasures?” he asks, laughing. For sure. “i use my background, travels
and history in my work. my design philosophy is influenced both by asian
culture and the minimalistic formal language of western culture. i like
european culture, music and design, as well as the continent’s creative
spirit”, continues Harrison energetically. “as an actor and film-maker, i got
to know europe and america through my travels. Our sense of design has
already rubbed off on our children”, he reveals. “if a chair in a restaurant
isn’t comfortable, they say it’s badly designed.” Hardly surprising when
your daddy designed the award-winning Liu Liu Chair.
“the Chinese design scene is booming. We love the ideas of western
designers, and we are also very keen to diffuse our asian style. Only harmonious
compositions can yield innovative art. this is why i started to organise
Beijing design Week”, Harrison explains. then we return to the living
room. after all, the creative couple want to celebrate a truly cosmopolitan
New Year’s eve with their international group of friends.
“the first fireworks are set off around midnight to welcome in the year
of the horse”, beams Jehanne. “so what’s for dessert?” says Harrison,
unable to wait any longer. His daughter Noor looks excited too. Jehanne
answers in fluent French and winks at her daughter. Harrison looks slightly
miffed – Jehanne only taught her children French.

‘Liu Liu’ CHair
The ‘Liu Liu’ Chair is as versatile as its
creator, Harrison Liu, who is a director,
actor, business consultant and furniture
designer rolled into one. The ‘Liu Liu’
Chair represents a yin-yang design –
female united with male. Those who
want to make more of it exploit its
ability to transform. It quickly becomes
a lounger, table, shelf, bench or even
a bed and oﬀers ample storage. The
chair was distinguished with an award
in the category for versatile furniture.

For more information online:
www.liuliujiaju.com

Find out more about Harrison Liu’s creations at:
www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online/22
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‘GoNG
fu Cha’ for everlasting

FrieNdShiP

A place of peace. A meeting with friends. In China, everything revolves around the
traditional Gong Fu Cha tea ceremony. Whether green tea or jasmine is a matter
of taste, but that’s not really important. The guest is served tea as a gesture of
appreciation. The ritual cleaning of the bowls is followed by brewing infusions with
the same tea. This is repeated several times and, in the case of very high-quality tea,
can be done up to 15 times. These are known as infusions of ‘eternal friendship’.

Above: The Amazonia sugar bowl is a popular
feature at traditional tea ceremonies, though
Jehanne uses it to store aromatic tea.

DuGe Courtyard
BOutiQue HOteL

Amazonia milk jug

Amazonia mug

Above: The traditional tea
ceremony evolved from the
courtly tea culture of the late
Ming dynasty. Jehanne performs the elaborate procedure
to release all of the flavour and
aroma of the tea. The tea is
served in shallow bowls, like
those from the Amazonia
range. Only after appreciating
the aroma is the tea drunk
in little sips.

Amazonia leaf dish,
28 x 5 cm

GIFT

The Tea Room of the DuGe Courtyard
Boutique Hotel is one of Jehanne’s
favourite meeting places. This fascinating
hotel is located near the Forbidden City,
surrounded by historical statues and a
stone’s throw from Houhai Lake. Jehanne
and Harrison were responsible for the
design and interior concept. Every suite reveals a diﬀerent design, reﬂecting
a unique unification of contemporary elegance and luxury comfort.
A hugely successful mix of classic Chinese interior design and striking colour
contrasts. The luxury hotel was awarded a prize for interior design.
For more information, go to: www.dugecourtyard.com
Address: Qianyuanensi Hutong No 26, Dongcheng district Nanluoguxiang,
Beijing 100009, Tel: (86 –10) 64060686, info@dugecourtyard.com

IDEAS
01

Amazonia
teapot
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02

Amazonia
sugar bowl

03

Amazonia
cup and saucer

04

Amazonia
tall vase, 29 cm

Discover the intricate detail of the Chinese tea ceremony in a film
in our online edition: www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online/22
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God Jul!

Christmas in a
	S w e d i s h h o m e

When the days draw in and Christmas
approaches, we long for the homely
appeal of our own four walls. With an
abundance of light, warmth and deep
Scandinavian red - the colour that
awakens excited anticipation like no
other. Sweden has perfected a mix of
modern living and nostalgic decoration
that brings all this together. We visit a
home in a suburb of Stockholm to be
inspired by the Nordic festive atmosphere.

PHOTOS:
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Janne Peters

Copy:

Luisa bergander

Styling:

Wolfram Neugebauer
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2

3

The typical Falun red of the
Swedish cottage glows cheerfully
in the distance, welcoming us into
a festive Swedish atmosphere.

CREATIVE SUGGESTION

Leni has been
busy baking. She’s
made so many
home-made biscuits
that the giant
Toy’s Delight bowl
is filled to the brim.

Toy’s Delight – more than
just Christmas decorations,
the many intricate accessories create magical
arrangements for every
winter table. The charming
patterns can be effectively
set off with coloured
plates, cups or bowls.
1 Toy’s Delight name
card holder
2 My Christmas Tree
star decoration
3 Striking combination
options: dessert plate and
bowl from Anmut My Colour
Red Cherry, Toy’s Delight
teapot with lid and the
Oscar Christmas cutlery
(30-piece set).

For a festive start to the day, the breakfast table is set
with a laid-back mix of pieces from the timelessly sleek
Anmut My Colour Red Cherry (with platinum rim) range
and the Christmassy Toy’s Delight collection (plate, platter,
teapot and bowl). Combined like this, seasonal tableware
can still be used when the festivities are over, creating
a wonderful winter arrangement. Teamed up with Play!
Red Roses cutlery (30-piece set), Farmhouse Touch
carafe and a glass from Colour Concept Red filled with
Christmas Roses.

W

hite as far as the eye can see – outside on the gentle
hills and inside in the spacious cottage. Here, white
treated wood dominates the decor, creating a sense
of lightness in every room and conveying a sense of
serenity and tranquillity. This look never loses its
appeal. It functions almost like a blank canvas, with just a couple of
hints of colour to create an appealing overall design. Now, during
Advent, dashes of red enliven the otherwise demure rooms. Everywhere we look, our attention is caught by festive Villeroy&Boch
pieces which, combined with natural decorations like pine cones,
twigs and berry wreaths and enchanting vintage objects such as
silver trays and a set of kitchen scales, create a fantastic mix of old
and new, tradition and modernity.
It is precisely this blend that makes Christmas what it is – the
customs of our grandparents merge with our very own new rituals.
This is what makes the occasion – celebrated in so many parts of the
world – unique and personal in every single household. The Swedish
girls Juli and Leni soon discover this for themselves: the traditional
Lilla Julafton, or Little Christmas Eve, on 23 December is one of their
most exciting times during the festivities. Just as they are fit to burst
with curiosity about the stacks of beautifully wrapped gifts under the
tree, the family comes together to eat, drink and sing. Instead of the
traditional Julklapp rhymes, however, Juli and Leni prefer to make
up their own poems and songs. Everyone adds their own verse, and
before they know it, the time until Christmas Eve has flown by and
the girls can finally tear open the intriguing parcels. What will be in
them this year?
On 13 December, the Swedes celebrate St. Lucia’s Day, which
gets the whole family in the festive mood. The day begins with sweet
Lusskatter (traditional saffron biscuits) for breakfast before the girls
are finally allowed to slip into their white dresses – tied with a couple
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A time for thrilling secrets: Gift box
with musical box, melody: Frosty the
Snowman from the Christmas Toys
range. Beside it, the Winter Bakery
Delight cupcake cup with saucer and
Caffè Club Berry espresso spoon.

The FeStIVe

room becomes
the Heart
of the Home.

CREATIVE SUGGESTION
In the large white room, selected colours are pleasing
to the eye: red, green and natural tones bring a
festive, cosy atmosphere. Focus attention on your
gifts by casually arranging them in large and small
wicker baskets. Stools and boxes create attractive
touches at different heights. The little Christmas tree
is adorned with decorations from the Winter Bakery
Decoration and My Christmas Tree collections. The
family’s own Ei chair by Arne Jacobsen brings a hint
of modernity amongst the traditional decorations.

1

2

1 Don’t be afraid to mix materials and colours. White
Moments silver baubles (set of three) and the Winter Bakery
Delight round biscuit dish combine to create the prettiest
Christmas colours. 2 The Toy’s Delight footed bowl is
ideal for tasty treats.
Delicious really can be this
easy: the chocolate fondue
set by Villeroy & Boch.
Sure to impress foodies
big and small.

T HE EASIEST
CHOCOLATE FONDUE
IN THE WORLD

of red ribbons for a pretty contrast. as the elder sister, Juli is
allowed to wear the coveted candle wreath on her head. and
even though she wasn’t elected as the district’s Lucia this
year, there is still nothing better than the grand st. Lucia
procession through the streets with her friends, parents and
younger sister Leni. a veritable sea of candles fills the small
neighbourhood. simply thinking about it brings an excited
twinkle to the girls’ eyes.
amidst their animated chatter, something significant dawns
on us: light, so rare and essential during these cold months,
plays an extra-special role for the swedes. in contrast to other
countries, the lights on candle arches, Christmas trees and
other winter decorations remain on throughout the entire day
and night. every single window glows with this gentle light that
is reflected in the deep snow. as a result, it is never entirely
dark in the distinctly rural suburb, creating a truly unique and
special atmosphere.

‘ W i N t e r B a k e rY d e L i g H t ’
How to make super-tasty chocolate fondue is child’s play: the small
pot with handles stands steadily on the warmer, which has space for a
tea light. This makes sure that the treat never gets too hot for sweettoothed Leni and Juli. Once they have had their fill of chocolate, the
candle is simply blown out and the lid placed on the pot. It can even
be heated up later again if the chocolate cravings creep back.
‘Winter Bakery Delight’ chocolate fondue set.
Consists of pot with lid, four fondue forks and warmer
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Right: Swedish treats await hungry mouths. Lussekatter (right
on chair) on the Toy’s Delight dessert plate, cranberry cupcakes
on the Winter Bakery Delight star dish and home-made biscuits
on the mini serving stand, also from Winter Bakery Delight.

A glass of glögg is an
essential part of every
Christmas celebration
in Sweden – with or
without alcohol. Served
in the delicate Decorated
Christmas Accessories
glasses, the deep-red drink
looks especially tempting.

Swedish glögg
Serves 4
INGREDIENTS
1 walnut-sized piece of ginger
75 cl red wine
6 cl rum
1 cinnamon stick
5 cardamom pods
3 cloves
75 g sugar
75 g raisins
50 g almonds

PREPARATION
Peel the ginger and cut into thin slices.
Add to a pot with the wine, rum and spices
and heat without bringing to the boil.
Add the raisins and almonds and serve.
Preparation time: approx. 10 minutes

More recipes and all products at:
www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online/22

BRING THE STYLE

OF A NORDIC

Christmas
TO YOUR

1 Grannas: Dalecarlian horse, blue

Scandinavian horses carry luck on their backs.
Traditional craftsmanship by Grannas in Nusnäs.
www.scandinaviandesigncenter.de

2 Normann Tablo: Side table

HOME

The designer Nicholai Wiig Henson brings us Danish
design on three legs. Nicholai Wiig Hansen – aesthetic
shape, with a subtle, simple, authenticity.
www.scandinaviandesigncenter.de

3

5

3 Joy candelabrum

Classic Scandinavian Christmas candles
inspired designer Josefin Hagberg to create
her harmonious light ensemble.
www.designhousestockholm.com

4 ferm-living.com: Wire basket

Firewood, blankets, magazines, toys –
or for a really creative twist, why not
use the basket as a lamp shade.
Ferm Living via Agentur Pedersen:
www.agenturpedersen.de

1

5 design-bestseller.de: HAY J110 chair

The Christmas Memories gift sacks, the Christmas Memories swinging sleigh
and Toy’s Delight storage jar will have everyone counting the days until
Christmas. On the shelf: Christmas Memories tree candle, Toy’s Delight
footed bowl, Nostalgic Light candleholder with gingerbread man.

Just lie back and dream. An easy feat with this
solid beech chair designed by Poul M. Volther.
www.design-bestseller.de

2
4
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The perfect place for some
well-deserved ‘me’ time –
the roomy, textured grey
Donovan sofa by Minotti
with its linear shape. Treat
yourself to a freshly brewed
cup of coffee and a piece of
cake served on Anmut. The
Toile de Jouy wallpaper by
Nobilis makes a striking
contrast when teamed up
with the Crown Major
chandelier by Nemo.

Good taste
is timeless
The renaissance of 50s design

PHOTOS:

Armin Zogbaum

Copy:

Markus Petersen

Styling:

Christian Kleemann

A time for new ideas - brilliantly innovative designers like Eames and Eiermann – the 1950s represented a decade that has deeply influenced
our sense of aesthetics. Whether in interior or product design, the style of this decade is enjoying a new renaissance of popularity.
Clear contours and subtle shapes and colours lend it a timelessness that gives it an enduring appeal. Classic designs, with their
striking lines, such as Anmut tableware, have achieved iconic status.
· 26 ·

“G

Left: To create a perfect 50s
atmosphere, we used muted colours,
clear shapes, modern materials
and Karl Leutner’s iconic Anmut
tableware: coffee pot, sugar bowl
and coffee cup with saucer. We
serve coffee with a slice of dark
chocolate heaven.

race is the smoothness of form” is how
Frenchman and 1901 Nobel laureate sully
prudhomme aptly put it. this philosophy
was interpreted by karl Leutner into an
award-wining classic tableware and tea
service that goes by the name of Anmut. With its clear and
elegant design, the iconic tableware exudes a timelessness
that still possesses the power to enchant, more than half a
century later. anmut makes a clear statement with its elegant
design and distinct formal language. as early as 1951, the
potential of the design, which had even by then become a
style icon, was recognised and distinguished with a gold medal
at the milan triennale. in 2002, the design was relaunched.
in paying homage to Leutner’s creativity, a number of
modern variations have been created on this timeless design
which offers infinite room for creative decoration. Within
ever-changing contexts, the tableware is available in a range
of styles and porcelain variations such as the elegant Anmut
Platinum, the colourful Anmut My Colour or the exotic Anmut
Asia – the timeless shape of the Premium Bone Porcelain is
the perfect basis for these new interpretations. it is precisely
this scope for creativity that turns a good design into an
undisputed classic.

Below: Nek and Numa vases in
different sizes and colours, add
attractive touches. Below right:
Tilo Uischner’s painting Facade
(acrylic on wood) with its intricate
marquetry is a real eye-catcher.
Beneath the painting, the sleek
sideboard with Scotch Whisky
decanters and beautiful Single
Malt glasses by Villeroy & Boch.

“To spend a day in undisturbed leisure is to be immortal
for a day” (Chinese saying). The smoky aroma of a single
malt is the perfect end to the day – but not just in terms of
taste. Savour a Caol IIa in an Island malt whisky tumbler,
served from a stylish decanter – both from the Scotch
Whisky range. Relax on the Teddybär chair with its rounded
contours and enjoy your drink. With its beige linen shade,
the Triana Grande floor lamp by Altalinea creates a soft,
indirect light which gently illuminates the room.

DESIGN WITH PERSONALITY

1 Villeroy & Boch:
Anmut My Colour Rock Grey
A reinterpretation of a style icon
in rich grey. With seven different
colour schemes, Anmut My Colour
offers endless combination options.

4

1

2 Minotti: Jensen chair
Lie back and relax, in the armchair
by famous Italian architect and
designer Rodolfo Dordoni.
3 Tom Dixon: Gem tables, low and side.
Understated splendour. Inspired
by silver bullion and semi-precious
stones, the tables are nobly
discreet with their matt nickel
coating on aluminium.

2

4 Delightful: Amy floor lamp
A luminescent homage to the
singer Amy Winehouse, who
reinterpreted the style of
bygone times.

Style inspiration from the
1950s: The book Mad Men:
(Eichborn Verlag) gives a snapshot
recap of the successful TV series,
with fantastic design and fashion tips
and is packed with amusing ideas.

More ideas and all V & B products also at:
www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online/22
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3

All designer furniture is available at Dopo Domani:
www.dopo-domani.de
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On a bed of moss,
a declaration of
love to Marieﬂeur.
Serving plate,
dish, deep bowl
and dipping bowl.

Floral
T wo e nc h a n T i ng s T y l e T h e m e s for m a r i e f l eU r

MaGiC
PhoTos:

armiN ZOgBaum

coPy:

simONe peters

sTyling:

CHristiaN kLeemaNN

florisTry:

01

iNgrid HuNdeWiCk

the days are drawing in. But snow flake patterns are not the only thing to marvel at. all a bit too monochrome. With their flowers
in dainty spring colours and soft monet blue, the charming sisters Mariefleur and Mariefleur Gris bring a breath of summer to every
winter. meadow flowers blossom around plate rims, delicate lilac entwines the mocha cup and ﬁne grasses adorn the serving plate.
Berlin-based florist ingrid Hundewick draws on her endless powers of fantasy to create a dreamy, floral wonderland for the Mariefleur
decorative collection. Whether it’s a suspended floral cloud or the dancing milk jug, modern floral decoration gets us dreaming of
summer, whatever the season.
· 28 ·

iNgrid HuNdeWiCk
Florist with a passion.

Spring is whenever
you please. The ﬂoral
cloud of hydrangeas
brings heavenly
weather for our
poppies, tulips, glory
lilies, blood lilies
and the plethora of
delicate grasses
below. Spring and
exotic ﬂowers are
available now in
well-stocked ﬂorists.

Alice in

For Ingrid Hundewick ﬂowers are not
only a passion, but a strong and creative
form of expression. Fancy a little bit
of spring in the dead of winter? That’s
not a problem for ﬂoral artist. Ingrid
Hundewick who jumped at the chance to
create two style themes for ‘Marieﬂeur’.
Trained at Villa Harteneck in Berlin,
she moved shortly afterwards to Marsano in the centre of Berlin.
Marsano is considered one of the most exciting and innovative
specialists for ﬂoral and interior design in Germany. Run-ofthe-mill ﬂoral sprays are definitely not what this company is
about. Depending on occasion and setting, Ingrid Hundewick
creates exciting and unusual arrangements to tell ﬂoral stories
with a truly original character.
www.marsano-berlin.de

FLoWerLaND

DIY FLorIStrY

maDe eaSY:

Close your eyes and dream of next summer:
in just a few steps, create a marvellously
colourful ﬂoral display for your home.
01
Why not start with a bed of moss? Arrange Iceland
or Finland moss on the table. This creates a
harmonious backdrop for the tableware and brings
it to the forefront. ‘Marieﬂeur’ is especially eﬀective
with fresh green. Delicate lilac Scabious ﬂowers
provide striking dashes of colour.

02
To ensure that Alice feels at home in Flowerland, you
will need a block of ﬂoral sponge that has been thoroughly
soaked in water. Drape the moss over it, mix spring
ﬂowers and grasses liberally on the sponge, add a couple
of mini lanterns and voilà – you have your very own
ﬂower meadow. The little legs that make ‘Marieﬂeur’
dance are from puppets (available in art and craft shops).
Simply stick them on with hot glue – this can easily
be removed and doesn’t leave any residue.

03
The glory lily, an exotic beauty from Africa, is a real
stunner. Let it shine in the ‘Marieﬂeur Basic’ breakfast
cup and saucer placed in a large glass storm lantern
filled with water from the ‘Soulmates collection’. Place
a couple of small stones in the cup as weights, add a
water plant and admire the ﬂowers ﬂoating in the water.

02

w

ho dictates what decorations suit which
occasion? We do. there is absolutely no
reason to forego beautiful floral table
decorations just because it’s winter. “time
can be funny in dreams,” muses little
alice in Lewis Carroll’s renowned fairy tale, alice in
Wonderland.
Florist ingrid Hundewicke and stylist Christian
kleemann have created two wonderfully imaginative floral
themes for our mariefleur sisters which exude style and
charm and whisk us from the depths of winter into dreams

GIFT

IDEAS
01

03
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of spring. “since the radiant colours of mariefleur are
as bright and cheerful as the spring sunshine, a flower
meadow immediately came to mind.” the kaleidoscopic
variety of enchanting flowers and the delicate blue tones
are a fitting tribute to monet’s giverny garden. Christian
kleemann gets very excited when he succeeds in making
the sugar bowl dance. “spring in winter – what a fantastic
source of inspiration. i would never have thought it.”
the enthusiasm for our floral wonderland in winter is
so resounding that we decided to suspend flowers in the
air like a cloud.

Mariefleur Basic
milk jug

02

Mariefleur Basic
espresso cup and saucer

03

Mariefleur Serve&Salad
serving plate

04

Mariefleur Basic
dinner plate, 27 cm
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Dizzy heights.
The first snowballs are
hovering in the air, brimming
with spring energy. The chic
industrial style is broken up
by the hanging balls. The
spring branch in the Tiko Pure
Stone vase dominates the
ﬂoral mobile. Lying near the
snowball on the table is
another eye-catcher, the
Marieﬂeur Gris Basic range:
serving plate with the French
bowl on top. Matching pieces
from the Soulmates collection:
Smoke candleholder, Smoke
candleholder/jar, Smoke dish,
small and Smoke tumbler from
the Colour Concept range.

GIFT

IDEAS
01

Factory chic has become an extremely popular interior design trend.
The wallpaper creates a factory look in the room. Seen at Roche Bobois.
The Nek Pure Stone and Soft Raspberry vases integrate harmoniously.
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Mariefleur Gris
sugar bowl

02

Mariefleur Gris
dessert plate, 21 cm

03

Mariefleur Gris
serving plate, dish,
salad bowl, deep dish

04

Mariefleur Gris
mug

With the second style, we prove that winter
decoration really can be innovative, stylish and
different. With Mariefleur Gris, sleek modernity
takes the limelight. “snowballs are perfect for
creating a style that is abundant with freshness and modernity,” states ingrid Hundewick
confidently. “they are surprisingly versatile.
You can produce a fantastic mix of playfulness
and aesthetic beauty with them.” the bold,
white branch in the middle conducts the
chrysanthemum snowballs through a symphony
that awaits rapturous applause. Winter dreams
of spring have never been this stylish.

Centre stage for ‘Mariefleur Gris’:
Why should the little masterpieces
be condemned to a life at the back
of the cupboard? Violet ﬂowers
entwine with delicate grasses in
subtle grey. The perfect winter
design, don’t you think? Go ahead
and stack them up. Breakfast cups
and saucers (two-piece set) on the
Soulmates ceramic vase and the
sugar bowl or milk jug on top. Let
your imagination run free. Create
your own works of art or simply
reproduce our ideas at home.

DIY FLorIStrY

maDe eaSY:

Pretty decorative ideas to celebrate the winter.
A journey through space and time for spring.

Image left hand page:

Our spring centrepiece consists of a branch amongst
ﬂower snowballs. The branch should have an attractive
natural shape and be able to stand in a large ﬂoor vase.
Paint the branch with white varnish to ensure no brown
can be seen. Remove the stems from chrysanthemums
and stick on the ﬂower heads with hot glue. If you want
the spring branch to last for a long time, simply use
artificial ﬂowers.
Image below right:

Now you’re really blooming – in the depths of
winter. To create the fantastic snowballs, you will
need ﬂoral foam (available in craft shops) and
a bunch of chrysanthemums. Place the foam in water
until it is wet all the way through. Cut the stems
of the ﬂowers until they are just a few centimetres
long and insert them closely together on the ball.
Instead of balls, you can also use rings or hearts
depending on the shape you would like.

1 Nek vase by Villeroy & Boch
With its long neck and narrow top,
it is ideal for single twigs.
In Pure Stone, 460 mm

PURE

elegance

2 Soulmates storm lantern by Villeroy & Boch
Perfect for bringing floral arrangements
to the forefront. In Smoke, 240 mm

1

CREATIVE SUGGESTION
Paint a small apple tree branch with
white varnish. Tie a chrysanthemum
flower around it with thin wire, and your
floral decoration is ready for the table.

3 Floor lamp: Birds
Subtle light for a homely
atmosphere, on three legs.
4 Saga table
Designed by Christophe Delcourt,
the dining table becomes the centre of
conversation. Life revolves around it.
5 Coffee Table: Cute Cut
Designed by Cedric Ragot. Clear design
in a simple kidney shape. Large enough
to sit side by side with the sofa.

2

Simply take a photo of a Marieﬂeur Gris
plate with cutlery and print it in
monochrome on A3 paper. The place
mat reflects in black and white the
pretty colours of the tableware above
it. For those who can’t wait – just
colour it in!

4
3

Designer furniture items 3 to 5 seen at Roche Bobois
in the Berlin store: www.roche-bobois.com

5
More recipes and all products at:
www.villeroy-boch.com/friends-online/22
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aNmut
good design is Timeless.
Less has always been more. The ANMUT tableware collection is still as modern today as it was half
a century ago. Its beautiful design on pure white premium bone porcelain makes it a style icon on every table.
Simple, timeless beauty.
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